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Two Albanian brothers, SAIMIR and VINI, migrate to GREECE and try, each in his 

own way, to integrate into their host country by following two different lifestyles, 

with no way of turning back.
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AGON

T hessaloniki, Greece. SAIMIR and his 

younger brother VINI, who has recently 

migrated from Albania, try to get by in Greece, 

each one in his own way. SAIMIR is about to get 

married to ELEKTRA, a Greek girl; at the same 

time, he tries to take care of his younger brother 

father NIKOS and the way he tries to control 

from Albania in need of delicate eye surgery; he 

arrives, along with his entire family, at SAIMIR and 

piece of Albanian family tradition to GREECE.  He 

was used to being in command at his home in 

ALBANIA and tries to act the same way at his 

Synopsis

girlfriend and pressures her to adopt a more 

traditional female role in the family. The situation 

for ELEKTRA becomes unbearable, to the point 

that she decides to leave her apartment, because 

between his old Albanian family and the new 

family he is trying to build with ELEKTRA, whereas 

great loves of her life: her father and SAIMIR.

In an attempt to prove to SAIMIR that he can 

immigrants; while working with him, VINI discovers 
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the horrors of that underground world. VINI falls in 

crown jewel; with all the courage and ingenuity of 

a 20 year old boy, he attempts to free her from 

BEN is scared to death because of this. KENO will 

never forgive them this affront. BEN eventually 

kicks VINI out of his apartment, but cannot escape 

in an almost comical manner.

VINI takes MAJLINDA to the apartment where 

and wants to keep her there until he can make 

some money and leave the city for good. This 

love has made him more mature and responsible, 

giving him strength while blurring his reason; and 

eventually makes him feel grateful for SAIMIR and 

respect him even more; SAIMIR is also happy 

with the changes he notices in VINI. To give him 

a hand, he persuades NIKOS to hire VINI to work 

at the auto shop.

place savagely. NIKOS is deeply disappointed with 

SAIMIR and regrets having believed his words 

position, and also goes to the apartment to kick 

gang clash, in front of NIKOS, his Greek neighbors, 

and SAIMIR.

struck audience. A desperate MAJLINDA manages 

goons, QIMJA, both of whom die later.

Now SAIMIR has no other option left, but to go 

back to ALBANIA and bury his brother.

Six months later, NIKOS and ELEKTRA travel to 

Albania as well, with a newborn child; they will try 
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Director’s Note
If I said the word “Albanian” right now, what would 

Wouldn’t you think of crooks and pimps? 

You probably would; this stereotype has been fed 

by most of the European media dealing with the 

Yes, there are Albanian criminals,

I have been a victim of prejudices like these for 

quite a long time, when i used to be an Albanian 

still valid, I decided to leave Italy and go back 

to my country. As i was crossing the border, the 

who obeys the law!” This is the kind of prejudice 

it sometimes.

happens; and how Albanian society deals with 

two brothers, of whom one tries to make a living 

honestly, and the other not so honestly, as is the 

case with SAIMIR and VINI. These two brothers 

used to be very close, and, within their family, care 

for one another has always been a primary value, 

if not an asphyxiating imperative. This is the reason 

SAIMIR cares for his young brother VINI, as well as 

for the new family he is building with ELEKTRA, his 
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I concentrated all these contradictions within a family living abroad, for 

the simple fact that I wanted to show

THE DIVERSITY BETWEEN TWO CULTURES AND TRADITIONS 

As in the case of SAIMIR and ELEKTRA, who try to build a life together; 

family to the apartment, which serves to highlight

Once he gets over the inebriation from easy money, VINI discovers 

disappear because of a fateful meeting or just serendipity.

his wing because he sees himself in the young man; but he is also 

capable of killing him promptly, if he feels betrayed or insulted. 

in other circumstances.

Today I have an opportunity to recreate them, in order to build a story 

with them and express, through this story, the complexity of human 

feelings.
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of his younger brother and assume responsibility 

for the family. He is welladjusted and can handle 

with his daughter. A good listener, he can balance 

concern for his old Albanian family and care for 

father NIKOS puts pressure on him towards the 

second option. He is even minded and knows how 

to evaluate every individual situation. The way he 

Marvin TAFAJ

wants to show off and prove to his brother that 

make peace with himself, rails against everybody 

else, and is skeptical about everything. He resents 

work, and hates the glaring injustice he witnesses 

he becomes as responsible towards her as his 

brother is towards him. After all, that is the way he 

has been brought up in his family.

Guljem KOTORI
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Since her mother died when she was young, she 

has been raised by her father. She is optimistic and 

reasonably tolerant. She has learned a lot from 

SAIMIR. She often feels divided in her love for the 

two men in her life: her father and her boyfriend; 

and she manages to love them both, in spite of 

Isabella KOGEVINA 

thrilled when his daughter gets engaged to an 

Albanian, but SAIMIR is a good guy, honest and 

his daughter and her life. He reacts promptly 

to be sensitive and he suffers when he realizes 

Antonis KAFETZOPOULOS

thinks about how to kill herself. Her meeting with 

VINI sparks some hope in her, but she knows that 

KENO will get to her sooner rather than later. She 

endures her predicament with dignity; her suffering 

Eglantina CENOMERI 

Abandoned by his mother when still a child, he 

has been abused by his stepfather, who later sent 

him to a juvenile correction facility. Since that day, 

He married MAJLINDA and later forced her onto 

the street; with the money he made by pimping 

his wife, he acquired more girls for his business. 

Extremely dangerous, he can kill in cold blood 

when he feels threatened. A man of many faces, 

he hates MAJLINDA but, deep down, he still loves 

her somehow. 

Xhevdet JASHARI 
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Born the 19 June 1964 in Tirana.  

Address; Rr. MYSLYM SHYRI, Nd.60, H.1, 
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Tirana, Albania. 
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